Identification of Source Mechanisms for the August 5 2018 $M_w$ 6.9 and the August 9 2018 $M_w$ 7.0 Lombok Earthquakes
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Abstract

A series of earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from 5.8 to 7.0 occurred in Lombok in the period of July to August 2018. Two events occurred consecutively, the $M_w$ 6.9 on August 5, 2018 (11:46:38 UTC), and the $M_w$ 7.0 on August 9, 2018 (14:56:28 UTC). Those phenomena are rare because earthquakes usually require a relatively long time to accumulate their energies before being released. Because of those events, so an explanation is needed to explain what happened at the source. In this context, this study aims to determine the relations between the events based on the asperity zone and the slip distributions. Modeling was performed using teleseismic data and seismic inversion of body waves at low frequencies. The result shows that the asperity zone of $M_w$ 6.9 is at 0 km in a strike-direction and -18 km wide in a dip-direction with a maximum slip of 1.3 m, whereas, for the $M_w$ 7.0 event, the asperity zone is at -36 km in the direction of the strike and -7 km in the direction of the dip. Both events have the asperity in the up-dip section with an upward slip distribution towards the up-dip. The slip distribution of the first event and the second one has a relationship because the $M_w$ 6.9 earthquake slip leads to the $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake fault plane. The relation is suspected to be due to the weakening of rock conditions and an enlargement that is limited by space and time during the earthquake. As a result, those two earthquakes are closely related to stress distribution, forming a new asperity zone.
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Identifikasi Mekanisme Sumber Gempa Bumi Lombok $M_w$ 6.9 dan $M_w$ 7.0 pada 5 dan 9 Agustus 2018

Abstrak

menjelaskan apa yang terjadi di sumber. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui hubungan antara kedua gempa bumi berdasarkan sebaran zona asperity dan distribusi slip yang terjadi. Pemodelan dilakukan dengan menginversi gelombang badan teleseismik pada frekuensi rendah. Hasil pemodelan menunjukkan bahwa zona asperity gempa bumi $M_w$ 6,9 berada di panjang 0 km pada arah strike dan lebar -18 km pada arah dip dengan slip maksimum sebesar 1,3 m. Sedangkan hasil pemodelan gempa bumi $M_w$ 7,0 zona asperity berada di -36 km pada arah strike dan -7 km pada arah dip. Kedua gempa bumi memiliki asperity pada bagian up-dip dengan distribusi slip naik menuju up-dip. Dari distribusi slip gempa bumi pertama dan gempa bumi kedua memiliki hubungan karena slip gempa bumi $M_w$ 6,9 mengarah ke bidang sesar gempa bumi $M_w$ 7,0. Keterkaitan tersebut diduga karena kondisi batuan yang melemah dan penyesaran yang dibatasi oleh ruang dan waktu selama gempa bumi terjadi. Sehingga kedua gempa tersebut berkaitan erat karena stress yang terdistribusi membentuk zona asperity yang baru.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Lombok is one of the areas with high seismic activity due to the existence of the meeting of Indo-Australian with the Eurasian plate in the south, also the Flores back-arc thrust fault in the north [1]. The Flores's back-arc thrust extends from the north of Bali to Sumbawa [2]. There are several destructive earthquakes with range magnitudes from 5.8 to 7.0 that occurred in July-August 2018. Two significant earthquake events almost consecutive were the Lombok earthquake at 6.9 on 5 August 2018 (11:46:38 UTC) and the 7.0 earthquake on 9 August 2018 (14:56:28 UTC). The data is obtained from the IRIS (Incorporated Research Institution for Seismology) page.

An earthquake with magnitudes around 7.0 rarely coincides unless the earthquake triggers contact with asperity [3]. Asperity occurs in areas with the fewest aftershock [5]. Based on the Lombok earthquake phenomena’ uniqueness on 5 and 9 August 2018, this research conducted a source mechanism modeling to provide more detailed identification of how the earthquakes occurred in a row.

One method that can be used to identify the earthquake source processes is modeling the source mechanism. The source information is contained in seismic waves. [6] A seismology approach to the source mechanism is needed to determine the fault plane and the rupture process at the source [7].

Some similar research has been carried out. First, Kikuchi and Kanamori [8] performed teleseismic wave inversions using P, SH, SV, and PP wave phases simultaneously. The simultaneous inversion aims to calculate the response from the source. Then, a study conducted by Yamanaka and Kikuchi [5] about body wave inversion using teleseismic data obtained if an earthquake has a recurring cycle from a
previous earthquake. It is evidenced by the rupture process, value of asperity, and slip direction, assuming that the asperity occurs in the areas with the least aftershock [9]. Besides that, Kikuchi et al. [10] prove that the most significant number of slips and energy is not only always in the hypocenter position but also in the asperity zone. Characterization of the source mechanism using teleseismic waves can provide more complete information than using near-field waves [3]. Teleseismic wave inversion can be used to interpret asperity, slip distribution, and orientation in the fault plane [11]. From the orientation and distribution slip, initial stress can be determined so that the relationships between other earthquakes can be determined [12].

From those studies above, the source mechanism's determination will be challenging to analyze due to the differences in source and surface perception. Therefore, this study about orthogonal projections is carried out to project the source's data into the surface [13]. Projections with a precise fault plane determination can provide a more accurate interpretation of the energy released zone before the earthquake so that the connections between the earthquakes can be estimated. Based on these explanations, this study aimed to determine the relations between two significant earthquakes in Lombok based on the source mechanism data.

II. METHOD

This research used teleseismic waveform data of the Lombok earthquake at 6.9 on 5 August 2018 (11:46:38 UTC) and the 7.0 earthquake on 9 August 2018 (14:56:28 UTC). The waveform data was obtained from the IRIS. The data used at the inversion process is teleseismic body wave data in the range of from the source to the station [14]. Teleseismic wave inversion is intended to reduce a local noise. The noise with a high frequency will be attenuated during the wave propagation process from the source to the station so that an excellent low-frequency seismic wave data could be obtained [8].

Initial parameters such as strike, dip, and rake are needed in modeling the source mechanism [15]. These parameters are obtained from Global CMT modeling results, which can be accessed through https://www.globalcmt.org/. The Global CMT provides information on two nodal fields, fault plane, and auxiliary plane. Unfortunately, Global CMT data does not include information on which nodal plane are fault plane and auxiliary plane. Eventually, HC-plot was used to distinguish ambiguity between the fault plane and the auxiliary plane in this study [16].

HC-plot describes the distance of the hypocenter to the centroid. The picture shows the plotting position of the hypocenter (H) and the centroid value (C) (see Figure 1) [16]. The hypocenter's position is in the point where rupture occurs for the first time, whereas the centroid is an approach to the slip point that is dominated in the fault [17]. The HC-plot assumes a planar fracture plane so that the fault plane becomes the closest nodal plane to the hypocenter, while the farther nodal is the auxiliary plane [18].

Data inversion is done by deconvolution waves from the response instrument and the propagation effect from source to the station so that the initiation response form is received at the source [19]. The P, SH, SV, and PP body wave phases will
be inverted together; later, a multi-layer structure is used to calculate the source response. It is assumed that the source time function for a teleseismic earthquake resulted from the superposition of the ramp function [20].

The initiation wave at the source is a linear function of a combination of six independent elements from the basic components of the moment tensor, which is broken down into a source of multiple force pairs [21]. The basic components of moment tensor are represented by six independent elements of the matrix, as in equation 1.

\[
M_1: \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad M_2: \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \\
M_3: \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad M_4: \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \\
M_5: \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad M_6: \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

(1)

The basic moment tensor matrix is obtained from seismic waves' inversion by matching the synthesis and the observation wave. [22] Firstly, prepared the Green function computation by calculating the source and the receiver function using the Haskell matrix. Then, the synthetic waveforms are obtained from source elements at each grid point [23]. The synthetic waveform that corresponds to moment tensor is formulated in the following equation [24]:

\[
\Delta \mathbf{u}_i(x,t) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} P^j \mathbf{\hat{u}}_i(t) \phi^j(x) f^j(x,t)
\]

(4)

The unit vector representing the slip direction is denoted by \(\mathbf{\hat{u}}_i(t)\). The slip direction is always parallel to the fault plane and as a function of time [27]. The \(\phi^j(x)\) is a spatial basis function and \(f^j(x,t)\) is a function of the slip time. An integral is carried out in equation 4, for \(t = \infty\) so that the final result of the slip distribution is summarized as [26]:

\[
\hat{u}_i = v_i^1 \cos \hat{\theta}^i + v_i^2 \sin \hat{\theta}^i
\]

(6)

![Flow Chart Data Acquisition and Teleseismic Body Wave Inversion Processing](image)

Figure 2. Flow Chart Data Acquisition and Teleseismic Body Wave Inversion Processing
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Notation \( \hat{n}_t \) shows the rake's direction in the final slip distribution, as described in equation 6. Two vector units which are perpendicular to the fault plane \( \nu^1 \) and \( \nu^2 \) are used to determine the final result of the slip distribution. The magnitude of the rake angle is denoted as \( \hat{\theta}_j \) measured from \( \nu^1 \) and \( \nu^2 \).

Furthermore, the waveform data reconstruction is performed to obtain the slip distribution model and the asperity zone around the earthquake hypocenter [28]. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the teleseismic body wave inversion procedure. The input data is a filtered waveform. Extract the station data so that the waveform data used has already been correct first. Green's function is calculated based on earthquake parameters and the initial estimation of fracture plane orientation. Then the data will be converted to find out the observation wave and synthetic wave fitting. From these results, an analysis was conducted to determine the relationship between the two earthquakes based on the slip distribution.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters of the nodal plane 1 Lombok \( M_w \) 6.9 earthquake on August 5, 2018 (11:46:38 UTC) are known to strike at 92°, dip 20°, dan rake 94° while the nodal plane 2 is strike at 267°, dip 70°, and rake 89°. Parameter of the nodal plane 1 Lombok \( M_w \) 7.0 earthquake on August 19, 2018 (14:56:28 UTC) known to strike at 96°, dip 21°, and rake 98° while the nodal plane 2 is strike at 267°, dip 69°, dan rake 87°.

Figure 3 shows the results of the hypocenter plotting against centroids in the two Lombok earthquakes using HC-plot. The Lombok \( M_w \) 6.9 earthquake plot shows that the distance between nodal 1 to hypocenter is 5.50 km and the distance between nodal 2 to hypocenter is 6.92 km, with the distance between hypocenter to the centroid is 12.06 km. Based on these results, it was found that nodal 1 is a fault plane because it has a shorter distance than nodal 2.

Plotting of the Lombok \( M_w \) 7.0 earthquake shows that the distance between nodal 1 to the hypocenter is 4.04 km and the distance between nodal 2 to the hypocenter is 9.508 km with a distance between the hypocenter to the centroid is 23.66 km. According to these results, it was discovered that nodal 1 is a fault plane and nodal 2 is an auxiliary plane.

![Figure 3. Hypocenter and Centroid Plotting Results in an Earthquake:](image)
The nodal plane, which is selected as the fault plane, is used in the inversion process to produce slip distributions that correspond to tectonic conditions [29]. Figure 4 shows the results of the inversion and slip distribution of $M_w$ 6.9 Lombok earthquake.

The iteration process on inversion updates of the source mechanism parameters to strike at $90^0$, dip $20^0$, and rake $88^0$. A comparison between observation waves and synthesis waves results in a variant of 0.1462. Moment rate of inversion results obtained by $M_0$ 0.430x$10^{20}$ Nm, so that the renewal magnitude becomes $M_w$ 7.02.

The iteration process in the inversion $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake updates the source mechanism parameters to strike $96^0$, dip $21^0$, and rake $100^0$ with a variant of 0.1349 between the observation wave and the synthesis wave. The synthetic signals are acquired from the determination of the finite fault source grid model [32]. Besides that, the use of the dip finite fault assumption also affects the inversion results [33]. The inversion moment rate is obtained at $M_0$ 0.438x$10^{20}$ Nm, so the magnitude update becomes $M_w$ 7.03.
The type of fault is a reverse fault with a source duration of 40 s. The maximum slip which generated from the inversion process is 0.96 m. The dominant slip distribution leads almost perpendicular to the up-dip. Figure 5 shows the fault plane modeling and the wave ratio comparison in Lombok $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake. The fault area's width from the inversion results is estimated to be 54 km long in the strike direction and 56 km in the dip direction. The fault area is divided into $8 \times 7$ sub-faults with dimensions of 6 km$\times$7 km for each subscale in the strike and dip direction. The largest asperity zone is -12 km in strike direction and -0 km in dip direction.

Figure 6. Map of Slip Distribution and Asperity Zones of the Lombok Earthquake $M_w 6.9$ (11:46:38 UTC)

Figure 7. Map of Slip Distribution and Asperity Zones of the Lombok Earthquake $M_w 7.0$ (11:46:38 UTC)
The type of fault is a reverse fault with a source duration of 46 seconds. An orthogonal projection is made to be able to certainty mapping the asperity zone in the Lombok region. Figure 6 shows a map of slip distribution and asperity zones from the orthogonal projection results in an $M_w$ 6.9 earthquake. Based on the projection, it has resulted that the formed fault has a slight leftward direction. The largest asperity zone is in the up-dip position of the epicenter.

Figure 7 shows a map of slip distribution and asperity zones from orthogonal projection results in a $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake. Based on the projections, the direction of the formed fault is almost perpendicular to the fault plane. The highest asperity zone is in the up-dip portion of the earthquake hypocenter while the maximum slip is in the highest asperity zone, west of the initial break. Asperity is half of the maximum slip of an earthquake [34]. This result is based on research by Kikuchi et al. [10] whose found that the earthquake strength and seismicity patterns are related to the distribution of asperity in each region.

Based on the research results from Yamanaka and Kikuchi [5], the Tokachi-Oki earthquake in 2003 was a repetition of the Tokachi-Oki earthquake in 1952. Viewed from the process that occurred was sourced based on the rupture process, asperity value, and slip direction with the assumption that the asperity arises in the region with the lowest aftershock. The results also show that the previous earthquake vector slip corresponds to the next earthquake. Similar to the results from previous studies, this study also showed the same pattern. Based on the modeling that has been done, the vector slips from the $M_w$ 6.9 earthquake dominantly leads to the $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake.

This fact reinforces the notion that the $M_w$ 6.9 earthquake triggered an $M_w$ 7.0 earthquake based on the dominant slip motion direction. According to Ratna et al. [35], it can be estimated that the energy released by the first event is the stress stored in the plane. So that one earthquake with another is the result of an extension of the previous earthquake energy accumulation.
The modeling results show that the two earthquakes do not have a single asperity. More than one asperity is formed due to different rupture times for each asperity. The presence of slip release indicated the release of stress [36]. As a result, the Lombok earthquake has the size of a maximum magnitude that remains on an M 7 scale [37]. This result is presumably due to the brittle rock conditions and limited time and space enlargement [38].

Compared with the study by Sokos et al. [39], a single asperity takes 12 years to be formed again from the first earthquake released. Whereas in the Lombok earthquake, the event occurs close to a large magnitude, causing no single asperity to be formed [40]. In addition, based on research conducted by Zubaedah et al. [41], the earthquake that occurs is dominant in the northern region and close to the back-arc thrust but with the most activity in the shallow depth. This statement justifies the research results that show there is no single asperity because of the high seismicity in northern Lombok.

Referring to Kikuchi et al. research [10], which states that the distributed asperity cannot produce earthquakes with magnitudes greater than WAAA 7.0. This fact means that the earthquake that occurred in Lombok was very limited by space and time on the fault plane so that the release of energy occurred gradually and resulted in an independent earthquake [42]. The space limit is related to the fault area's width, while the time limit concerns the earthquake rupture time [43].

Estimating the processes that occur at the source required a lot of consideration and comparison parameters. Therefore, a lot of research is still needed to conduct in order to explain the phenomena. It is hoped that this research can be a reference in explaining the characteristics of significant earthquake source mechanisms that occur in Lombok.

IV. CONCLUSION

The northern region of Lombok experienced a weakening because it was no longer able to keep the accumulation of energy so that the earthquake was triggered by each other. Although the two earthquakes do not have a single asperity, the first earthquake slip distribution indicates that there is stress buildup during the period before the second earthquake. Identification of the source mechanism with the wave body inversion method in the future is expected to provide a reference in mapping earthquake hazard areas as disaster mitigation. A limitation of this study is that the resulting slip is a spatial result and cannot explain the temporal slip displacement.
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